Abstract-In many applications erasure correcting codes are used to recover packet losses at high protocol stack layers. The objects (e.g. files) to be transmitted often have variable sizes, resulting in a variable number of packets to be encoded by the packet-level encoder. In this paper, algorithms for the (online) flexible design of parity-check matrices for irregular-repeataccumulate codes are investigated. The proposed algorithms allow designing in fast manner parity-check matrices that are suitable for low-complexity maximum-likelihood decoding. The code ensembles generated by the algorithms are analyzed via extrinsic information transfer charts. Numerical results show how the designed codes can attain codeword error rates as low as 10 −5 without appreciable losses w.r.t. the performance of idealized maximum-distance separable codes. Finally, we apply the proposed codes to the upcoming aeronautical communication standard, showing large performance improvements and proving the efficiency and the flexibility of the developed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE application of error control codes to protocol stack layers different from the physical one gained a large interest during the past decade [1] - [8] . Such coding techniques deal with the use of a linear block code applied to encoding units (symbols) that are usually packets with constant size. In this context, a packet level encoder receives as input a set of k packets, and produces as output n > k packets. Assuming systematic encoding, the final set of packets comprises the k information packets together with m = n − k parity packets. At the receiver, after the physical layer decoding, the packets that have been validated (e.g. by an error detection code) are forwarded to the packet level decoder. The corrupted packets are discarded. Therefore, the upper layers deal with packet erasures. The packet level decoder may recover the erased packets by means of the parity packets. Packet level codes are employed in multimedia wireless broadcasting systems (see for example the DVB-H/SH standards [9] , [10] ), in multicast scenarios [11] , and are currently investigated in space communication systems [12] - [14] .
Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [15] represent a class of powerful erasure correcting codes able to approach (asymptotically in n) the binary erasure channel (BEC) [16] capacity [17] , [18] under low-complexity iterative (IT) decoding. Some problems, however, arise when constructing finite length (n, k) LDPC codes according to asymptotically optimal ensembles, especially for moderate block lengths (e.g., n ≤ 10 4 symbols). In fact, under IT decoding, the performance curve typically exhibits a high error floor caused by the presence of small size stopping sets [19] . Usually, under IT decoding, lowering the error floor implies a sacrifice in terms of coding gain at high error rates.
In [20] , [21] , a novel approach to the design of LDPC codes and decoders for the BEC was proposed, showing how a judicious code design together with an efficient maximum likelihood (ML) decoding algorithm permits to achieve near-optimum performance (i.e., close to those of an idealized maximum distance separable (MDS) code, given by the Singleton bound) down to low error rates on the memoryless BEC with LDPC codes. The results were extended to correlated erasure channels in [22] . In [23] enhancements of the original LDPC ML decoding algorithm proposed in [24] , [25] were introduced, demonstrating decoding speeds up to several hundreds Mbps on an actual satellite communication link.
In this paper, we address a further design aspect which was left uncovered in [20] , [21] . More specifically, we aim at introducing techniques for fast, on-line, algorithmic construction of the LDPC code parity-check matrix with the largest possible flexibility in the choice of the codes dimension and rate. In fact, in many applications the object (e.g., the file) to be transmitted has a variable size, resulting in a variable number of packets to be encoded. One may design a code with large input block size k and may perform code shortening for all the cases where the number of packets to be encoded is lower. In a similar manner, if the code rate has to be adapted to specific channel conditions, a low-rate code may be designed, and higher rates may be obtained by puncturing. However, shortening does not allow complete flexibility, since a maximum value of k has to be a-priori selected. Furthermore, the selection of the codeword symbols to be zero-padded has to be performed in a careful manned to avoid degradations of 1536-1276/13$31.00 c 2013 IEEE the IT decoding threshold. 1 We thus investigate a flexible on-line code construction technique which allows designing in a fast (algorithmic) manner good parity-check matrices for an arbitrary set of the (n, k) parameters. The code construction is based on a simple algorithm available at both the receiver and the transmitter. Note that conventional parity-check matrix design approaches relying on girth optimization techniques [26] - [29] may not be employed, in this context, due to the latency that they would imply in the matrix generation. The scheme may work as follows. Once the encoder receives the set of k packets to be encoded and the targets code rate R = k/n is selected, the set of parameters {n, k, κ} is signaled to the receiver, being κ a parameter that drives the code construction (the significate of κ will be clarified in the following). On the transmitter side, a code C (n,k,κ) is generated and used to encode the set of k packets. At the receiver, the {n, k, κ} parameters are used to reconstruct the parity-check matrix of C (n,k,κ) , which is then used for the erasure decoding. The parameters {n, k, κ} can be signalled, for instance, in the packets header. We propose two code constructions, both leading to irregular repeat-accumulate (IRA) codes [30] whose parity-check matrix is built according to specific (code-rate dependent) degree distributions. We refer to the proposed codes as flexible IRA (F-IRA) codes. The construction of the F-IRA codes parity-check matrix is based in both cases on a pseudo-random approach. With this respect, the parameter κ can be regarded as the seed for the pseudorandom number generator used for the construction of the code parity-check matrix.
The proposed scheme allows a large degree of adaptivity (i) with respect to channel variations (by adjusting the code rate) and (ii) with respect to the size of the object (e.g., a file) to be transmitted (by selecting an appropriate input block size). In the first case, the adaptation requires the availability of the channel state information at the transmitter. Moreover, the channel variation shall be sufficiently slow, i.e. the channel shall not change considerably during the transmission of the (packet-level) codeword. 2 The adaptation to the size of the object to be transmitted is easier to handle, since the required information (i.e., the input block size) is directly available at the transmitter.
F-IRA codes are related to the reconfigurable codes of [31] . However, while the codes of [31] are rate-less, our construction provides fixed-rate codes, which may be punctured in a rate-compatible manner and used in conjunction with type-II hybrid ARQ protocols. Furthermore, the code design of [31] introduces a control on the check node (CN) degree distribution, whereas the variable node (VN) degree is kept constant. On the contrary, the construction presented in this paper allows defining the VN degree distribution. Finally, while the approach of [31] targets the IT decoding performance over additive Gaussian noise channels, our design is tailored to 1 Recall that a large gap between the IT decoding threshold and the BEC Shannon limit is responsible of poor performance under IT decoding of a large decoding complexity when ML decoding is used [23] .
2 F-IRA codes can be coupled with type-II hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) protocols to adapt to faster channel variations. In this case, the code may be designed for a sufficiently-low code rate, while only a fraction of the redundant packets is transmitted. Additional redundancy may be then transmitted only upon receiving a request from the destination(s).
low-complexity ML decoding over the erasure channel. The code ensemble design is based on the approach of [23] . More specifically, the degree distributions are optimized with respect to the associated decoding threshold under ML decoding, whereas the IT decoding threshold is kept sufficiently large to allow an efficient implementation of the ML decoding algorithm of [23] . We show how the resulting codes allow tightly approaching the Singleton bound on the memory-less BEC.
We further illustrate the application of F-IRA codes to an actual system under development, i.e. the upcoming CBand Aeronautical Mobile Airport Communications System (AeroMACS) based on the IEEE 802.16 standard [32] , [33] . The forward link (FL) 3 of an airport surface communication system represents in fact an ideal application case for the introduced packet erasure recovery scheme due to the demand of high reliability and the airport channel characteristics, dominated by harsh fading and frequent shadowing conditions [34] . Additionally, the large population of aircraft terminals and the broadcast nature of part of the traffic render packet-level coding an appealing alternative to retransmission protocols [2] , [35] . As a further remarkable added value, F-IRA codes can be applied on top of the existing standard protocol stack, thus without any expensive modification of the off-the-shelf hardware.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the notation used through the paper. In Section III the two families of F-IRA codes are introduced. The performance on the BEC is analyzed in Section IV, and a threshold analysis (through extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts) of the two ensemble families is provided for both IT and ML decoding. The application of F-IRA codes to the AeroMACS standard is presented in Section V, together with numerical results over the aeronautical channel model presented in the Appendix. Conclusions follow in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Consider a memory-less BEC, characterized by a binary input alphabet X = {0, 1} and by ternary output alphabet Y = {0, 1, E}. The channel transition probabilities are defined
, where E represents an erasure and is the channel erasure probability.
For the transmission over the BEC we rely on (n, k) binary IRA codes, being n the block length and k the code dimension. The parity-check matrix of a code is denoted by H, where H is a binary matrix of size (m × n) with m = n − k. The parity-check matrix can be represented as a bipartite graph G = {V, C, E} composed of a set V of n VNs, one for each column of H, a set C of m CNs, one for each row of H, and a set E of edges. An edge connects a VN v j ∈ V to a CN c i ∈ C if and only if h ij = 1. The degree of a VN is equal to the weight of the corresponding column of H. The degree of a CN is equal to the weight of the corresponding row of H. The IRA code parity-check matrix is partitioned in two parts,
In our construction, H u is a m × k unstructured low-density (random) matrix, while H p is the usual m × m dual-diagonal matrix,
We denote by Λ i the fraction of columns of weight i in H (and hence the fraction of degree-i VNs in the bipartite graph G associated with H), whereas Φ i denotes the fraction of columns of weight i in H u . We denote by Ψ i (Ω i ) the fraction of rows of H (H u ) with Hamming weight i. Clearly, Ψ i is also the fraction of degree-i CNs in G . We associate to Λ i , 
. Due to the structure of H p , the relations between node-perspective degree distributions associated with H and those for the systematic part H u are
with R = k/n being the rate of the IRA code 4 . We further denote by p E the extrinsic erasure probability at the output of the erasure decoder, given by
beingX i the random variable (r.v.) associated with decoder estimate for the i-th codeword bit, given Y ∼i . Here, Y ∼i denotes the erasure channel output r.v. vector, with the exclusion of the output associated to X i [36, Chapter 3] . 5 We remark that p E is a function of the channel erasure probability .
The performance of the designed IRA codes will be compared with finite-length benchmarks. A lower bound on the block error probability of any (n, k) linear block code (representing the performance of an idealized MDS code) over the memoryless BEC is given by the Singleton bound 4 In the derivation of the relations (2) and (3) we neglected the presence of a weight-1 column in the matrix Hp. 5 Observe that in general p E depends on the adopted decoding algorithm. In Section III-C we will denote the extrinsic erasure probability at the output of the IT and the ML decoders as p IT E and p ML E , respectively.
While the Singleton bound provides a lower bound on the block error probability achievable by any (n, k) linear block code, an upper bound on the average linear random code block error probability P B is given by Berlekamp's random coding bound (RCB) [37] ,
Note that the Singleton bound is not achievable by any (n, k) binary linear block code (with the exception of repetition and single-parity-check codes). On the contrary, being the Berlekamp's bound an upper bound on the average block error probability of (binary) linear random codes, there exist at least one code in the binary linear random ensemble with a block error probability lower than the bound.
III. FLEXIBLE IRA CODES
We consider next the on-line construction of the paritycheck matrix of an (n, k) IRA code [30] . The algorithms described next can be easily applied more generally to LDPC code classes different from the IRA one, e.g. to the class of Generalized Irregular Repeat-Accumulate (GeIRA) codes [38] , [39] . The construction algorithms focus on the systematic part only, H u .
A. Fully-Random Construction
The first on-line construction algorithm works as follows. Generate a random integer number q ∼ U(0, m − 1)
5:
Generate a random integer number q ∼ U(0, m − 1)
end while 8: Set h u(qj ,l) = 1 9:
end for 10: end for This method builds a random matrix H u whose column weights fulfill the degree distribution specified by Φ(x). Indeed, no control at all is performed on the graph girth. Even more important, there is no control on the final CN degree distribution. Hence, the ensemble is completely specified by the distribution Φ(x), the code dimension k, and the code rate R = k/n. We will denote this code ensemble by C 1 (Φ(x), k, R). The ensemble can be analyzed in the asymptotic setting for k → ∞ by EXIT analysis [40] . While the VN degree distribution for the complete matrix H is given by (2), we need to derive the expected degree distribution for CNs. For the purpose, we define c = Φ (1) as the average column weight of H u . The average row weight of H u is r = kδ, where δ = c/m. Since a generic element of H u is a 1 with probability δ, the probability that a row of H u possesses i 1s is given by
Hence, the average CN distribution for H u is
By letting k → ∞,
The knowledge of Ω(x) allows deriving the CN degree distribution for H thanks to (3). Out of Λ(x) and Ψ(x), the iterative decoding threshold for the C 1 (Φ(x), k, R) ensemble can be computed and used as cost function for optimization. Being this construction incapable of controlling the girth of the graph, high error floors are expected. Nevertheless, we will consider the fully-random construction (FRC) as a reference for a more sophisticated construction provided in the next subsection.
B. Permutation-Based Construction
The construction algorithm presented next does not increase the matrix generation complexity w.r.t. to the one described in Section III-A. However, it permits to keep a control on the CN degree distribution, and to limit somehow the amount of short cycles. As before, the construction algorithm begins with the derivation of the vector u = (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k−1 ) containing the k column weights for the matrix H u , according to a specific degree distribution Φ(x). The algorithm proceeds as follows. 
> m. When this happens, a new permutation vector is generated, and the above described procedure restarts from the l-column. More specifically, the first u l elements of π are extracted, i.e. q j = π j , for j = 0 . . . u l − 1, and are used to define the elements of the column to be set at 1. The procedure is iterated until the last column of H u has been filled. for j = 0 : u l − 1 do
Algorithm 2

10:
Set q j = π j+μ
11:
Set h u(qj ,l) = 1
12:
end for 13: Set μ = μ + u l 14: end for
The above-described permutation-based construction (PBC) algorithm permits to achieve a nearly-constant CN degree since, in the block of columns taking their non-null elements row indexes from the same permutation vector, the row weight is (almost) uniformly one. The distribution Ω(x) can be derived as follows. The average column weight of 
Note that no loops are present within the block of columns taking their non-null elements row indexes from the same permutation vector. We refer to this code ensemble as C 2 (Φ(x), k, R).
C. Code Design
The code design is mainly based on the selection of a suitable degree distribution Φ(x). According to [23] , the degree distribution design is performed by defining the average check node degree and by optimizing Φ(x) with respect to the IT decoding threshold IT , e.g. via differential evolution [41] . Given the obtained degree distribution, the ML decoding threshold ML is derived. If the ML decoding threshold does not meet a pre-defined target (e.g., in terms of gap from the Shannon limit * Sh = 1− R as in [23] ), the average check node degree is incremented and the degree distribution optimization process is repeated. 6 The derivation of the ML threshold follows the approach of [42] for upper-bounding the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) 7 decoding threshold of LDPC ensembles over the BEC. For a broad set of ensembles (including the regular ones and the irregular ones whose IT EXIT curve presents a single discontinuity [42] , as it will be assumed in following derivation), a tight upper bound on ML can be derived as follows [21] . The EXIT function under IT decoding is derived in terms of extrinsic erasure probability p IT E at the output of the decoder as a function of the channel erasure probability . In the limit where n → ∞, the EXIT function of the ensemble defined by the degree distribution pair (λ, ρ) can be expressed in parametric form by the equations = x/λ (1 − ρ(1 − x) ), p (Figure 1 ). Note finally that the degree distribution design is constrained by forcing Φ 1 = Φ 2 = 0 in order to avoid weight-1 and weight-2 columns in H u , which may be harmful in terms of minimum distance properties (thus, in terms of error floor performance) for the designed code.
Despite of the care placed in the degree distribution design, the absence of a complete girth optimization may still result in error floors at moderate error probabilities, especially when short codes (e.g. k < 500 symbols) have to be designed. A further approach which allows reducing error floors relies on the concatenation with an outer (k, k ) binary linear random block code. More specifically, the outer code parity-check matrix H o is a (k − k ) × k in the form H o = [H ou |I] with I being the (k − k ) × (k − k ) identity matrix and H ou being a (k − k ) × k matrix whose elements are set to 0 or 1 with uniform probability. As for the inner IRA code, the paritycheck matrix of the outer code can be constructed on-line by means of the same pseudo-random number generator. The parity-check matrix of the code obtained by the concatenation of the outer random code with the inner IRA one has thus the form
The role of the outer code is to increase the overall code minimum distance by "pruning" the low-weight sequences at the input of the IRA encoder [44] . Recall in fact that for IRA codes low-weight input sequences tend to lead to low-weight outputs, thus giving rise to low-weight codewords [45] . We will see that the concatenation with a high-rate outer code improves significantly the error floor performance, with a limited impact on the decoding complexity. 6 As observed in [23] , it is possible to facilitate the search of ensembles with a good ML decoding thresholds by increasing the average check node degree. 7 Note that on the BEC ML and MAP decoding are equivalent.
D. On the Signalling of the Parameters
The proposed on-line construction requires that the algorithms discussed above are implemented at both the transmitter and the receiver. Furthermore, the transmitter shall signal to the receiver the (n, k) parameters together with the seed κ used to initialize the random number generator used by the algorithms. If pre-coding is used, the dimension of the pre-code k shall be signaled too. The degree distribution Φ(x) must be known to the receiver as well. While the (n, k, k , κ) parameters may be included in the packet headers, introducing a small transmission overhead (in the order of a few bytes), the communication of the distribution Φ(x) may require a considerable amount of signalling resources. Thus, a possibility is to pre-compute capacity-approaching distributions for a range of code rates, and to store them in tables at both the encoder and the decoder side.
IV. PERFORMANCE ON THE BINARY ERASURE CHANNEL
In this section simulation results on the memory-less BEC with erasure probability are presented for codes constructed with the methods of Section III. For our simulations, we used the efficient ML decoder described in [25] together with the Maximum Column Weight pivoting algorithm of [23] . We first restrict to the case of coding rate 1/2. For the codes generation we adopted the distribution Φ 1 (x) = 0.543x 3 + 0.102x 4 + 0.008x 5 +0.020x 6 +0.008x 7 +0.008x 8 +0.047x 9 +0.266x 10 . When used for the FRC, this distribution leads to the code ensemble characterized by an IT decoding threshold * IT = 0.4788 and to an ML one * ML = 0.4869 (see the ensemble EXIT function [42] in Figure 1(a) ). When used to generate codes according to the PBC, the related ensemble possesses an IT decoding threshold * IT = 0.4673 and an ML one * ML = 0.4954 (see the ensemble EXIT function in Figure 1(b) ). In both cases, the gap between the IT and the ML thresholds is limited and hence the ML decoding complexity is expected to be low [21] , [23] . Two block lengths are investigated, i.e a short one (n = 512) and a moderate-large one (n = 2048).
The performance for the (512, 256) and the (2048, 1024) codes generated according to the FRC of Section III-A is depicted in Figure 2 and in Figure 3 respectively. The performance is presented in terms of codeword error rate (CER) vs. erasure probability under ML decoding. We note that in the n = 512 case the CER performance remains close to the Singleton bound down to CER 10 −1 , while for the longer block ( Figure 3 ) the performance curve follows quite closely the Singleton bound down to CER 10 −2 . Below those values, in both cases the CER curves show high error floors.
The PBC permits to limit the presence of loops in the graph associated with the generated matrix, resulting in lower error floors w.r.t. the FRC. This can be observed in both Figure 2 and in Figure 3 . When the short block size is considered, the floor reduction is modest (less than one order of magnitude in the CER), while it is more significant in the case of n = 2048. Here, the CER floor is lowered by almost two orders of magnitude. For sake of completeness, the performance under IT decoding is provided as well, showing the good behavior of the code also when decoded with the IT approach. A further reduction of the error floors is obtained by using an outer random code according to the approach discussed in Section III-B. In Figure 2 and in Figure 3 the performance of the PBC IRA code with different (k, k ) random outer codes is depicted for ML decoding. For the short block size case (Figure 2) , we investigated the effect of (256, 251) and of (256, 246) random outer codes. In the first case, the addition of 5 parity-check equations leads to a code rate reduction to R = 0.490, while in the second case the additional 10 parity-check equations lower to the code rate down to 0.480. In both cases, we provide the associated Singleton bounds as reference. The adoption of the (256, 251) outer code permits to lower the error floor of the IRA code by more than one order of magnitude. A large improvement is achieved by increasing the redundancy of the outer code to 10. In this case, no floors are observed down to CER 10 −6 . When considering the n = 2048 case, we applied a (1024, 1014) random out code. Here, the code rate is reduced to R = 0.495. No error floor is observed down to CER 10 −5 , with a performance that is tightly approaching the Singleton bound for (2048, 1014) codes. Figure 4 depicts the CER performance for a family of ratecompatible F-IRA codes, which may be coupled with a type-II hybrid ARQ protocol [46] to adapt to fast channel variations. The code family has been obtained by puncturing the (512, 246) code (given by the concatenation of a (512, 256) PBC F-IRA code with a (256, 246) random outer code). The obtained rates are ∼ 2/3 and ∼ 4/5. In all the cases the code performance tightly approaches the Singleton bound and almost matches the upper bound on the average linear random code block error probability P B given by Berlekamp's RCB.
The decoding complexity of the algorithm of [25] is dominated by the last decoding step, which consists in solving (via Gaussian elimination) a dense system of binary linear equations in α unknowns, where α unknowns are referred to as pivots or reference variables. An indirect measure of the decoding complexity is given by the average number of pivots α to be solved at a certain erasure probability. Results on the average number of pivots are provided in Figure 5 for the case with = 0.5 and on n = 512. The FRC leads to a lower decoding complexity w.r.t the PBC, α = 10 vs. α = 12, which is in accordance with the * ML − * IT argument of [21] . Considering the corresponding PBC case, the concatenation with an outer code tends to increase the decoding complexity (i.e., the average number of pivots) by a factor that is related to the number of rows k − k of H o . However, even considering the case with k − k = 10, the average number of pivots is kept small, α = 16, and hence high decoding speeds can still be achieved. 8 
V. APPLICATION TO AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
We analyzed the code construction proposed in the previous sections in the context of the wireless airport surface communications, i.e. the upcoming AeroMACS standard. This system presents in fact a large population of aircraft terminals and a traffic composed by unicast, multicast and broadcast transmissions. Packet-level coding may hence be particulary useful whenever large amounts of information have to be broadcasted to several aircrafts. In that case, the excellent performance of F-IRA rate-compatible families can efficiently complement ARQ protocols [2] , [35] , representing a valuable alternative to fountain coding schemes [2] .
Airports differ one to each other for size, structure and geographical conditions. However, they are all characterized by the presence of typical communication scenarios. Generally, it is possible to distinguish four different areas referred to as taxi, runway, parking and apron, characterized by distinct propagation conditions [34] (an overview of the complete channel model is provided in the Appendix). The first two scenarios are related to mobility phases and are characterized by line of sight (LOS) conditions. The parking and apron scenarios correspond to areas close to the buildings and are characterized by limited mobility. We focused our investigation on the most challenging airport scenario (i.e the parking one), which is characterized by non line of sight (NLOS) conditions and slow fading. Here, packet-level coding can enhance the system performance, allowing coding on large blocks and thus exploiting time diversity. Note that an alternative approach for counteracting slow fading is provided by (long) physical layer interleavers (as for instance in the DVB-SH standard, [10] ). However, being packet level coding applied on high protocol stack layers, it avoids any problematic modifications of the AeroMACS radio interface.
The AeroMACS system is based on the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) mode of the WiMAX standard [33] . The OFDMA symbol comprises 512 sub-carriers with a bandwidth of 5 MHz and a time division duplex (TDD) technique with 5 ms frames divided in FL and reverse link (RL) sub-frames. We considered FL sub-frames of 24 OFDM symbols, cyclic prefix (CP) of 1/8 of the symbol length and QPSK sub-carrier modulation. Convolutional coding with rate 1/2 is applied to the user packets, which are assumed equal to 10 basic units (called sub-channels and corresponding to 960 bits). The channel estimation is a linear pilot interpolation in the frequency domain, tailored to the WiMAX frame structure.
The performance of the system (without packet-level coding) is depicted in Figure 6 , in terms of packet error rate (PER) vs. E b /N 0 (being E b the energy per information bit and N 0 the one-sided noise power spectral density). The limited time diversity leads to a lack of steepness in the curve. A PER 10 −2 is achieved at E b /N 0 = 12 dB. Note that according to simulation parameters, the duration of a FL subframe is 2.5 ms, while the channel coherence time is roughly 50 ms. We hence applied different packet-level codes directly at the link layer (i.e., considering as encoding symbols the units encoded by the convolutional code). We selected code rates between 4/5 and 19/20, and block sizes of 250, 500 and 1000 symbols. Considering a frame duration of 5 ms (which includes both the FL and the RL sub-frames), the latency introduced by the packet-level codes spans from 1.25 s (for n = 250 symbols) to 5 s (for n = 1000 symbols), bringing sufficient time diversity to counteract moderate-short outages. The introduced latency is indeed acceptable for file delivery applications, while it is too large for delay-sensitive applications (such as voice communications).
PBCs have been considered, with Φ 2 (x) = x 5 , which (for a reference rate R = 9/10) provides an iterative decoding threshold IT = 0.0733 and a ML one ML = 0.0992. No outer code has been used. 9 In Table I , the performance in terms of PER after packet-level decoding is provided for several PBC IRA codes. The PER performance according to the Singleton bound (evaluated over the aeronautical channel) is provided as reference. The PBC codes attain in almost all the cases the Singleton bound. Figure 6 illustrates the PER vs. E b /N 0 for different rate-9/10 PBC IRA codes of different lengths. Again, the performance achievable with idealized MDS codes (Singleton bound) is provided as reference. Already with a block length of 250 symbols, the PBC allows tightly approaching the bound. The gain at PER 10 −2 w.r.t. the curve without packet-level coding is ∼ 2.5 dB.
VI. CONCLUSIONS Two algorithms for the on-line design of parity-check matrices for IRA codes have been introduced. The algorithms allow a fast design of parity-check matrices that are suitable for low-complexity ML decoding. The code ensembles generated by the proposed algorithms have been analyzed via extrinsic information transfer charts. One of the constructions can attain codeword error rates as low as 10 −5 without appreciable losses w.r.t. the performance of idealized MDS codes. The developed algorithms have been applied to a packet-level coding scheme for the upcoming aeronautical communication standard, proving the high efficiency and the flexibility of the approach.
APPENDIX
For the performance analysis we made use of a novel airport channel model, which is based on the wide sense Packet error rate after physical layer decoding, and after the application of R = 9/10 packet level IRA codes (various block lengths).
stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) model [47] , adapted to the peculiarities of the airport environment. Multi-path is implemented through a tapped delay line with N t taps. 10 The fading processes are independent among taps. 
where nT c represents the generic n th sample time. The amplitude coefficients c k and the tap delays τ k are obtained according to an exponentially decaying power delay profile. The fading coefficients are given by samples of correlated Rayleigh and Rice processes, generated with the sum of sinusoids method [48] - [50] . The k th tap coefficient is provided by represents the carrier frequency, v is the speed of the aircraft and c = 3 · 10 8 m/s is the speed of the light. The Doppler frequencies for the scatterers have been selected by means of the Monte Carlo method [51] - [53] according to a Gaussian PSD (GPSD). Theoretical investigations, in fact, showed that aeronautical channels are characterized by Gaussian-shaped Doppler spectrum [54] . The channel model parameters have been chosen according to a measurement campaign carried out at Munich airport [55] . We have adopted an exponentially decaying power delay profile with delay spreads σ τ chosen as the 99 th percentile of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of σ τ obtained from the measurement results [55] . The Doppler frequency shift f d follows an uniform distribution between the minimum and maximum values −f dmax and f dmax . The maximum Doppler shifts given in Table II have been determined according to typical speed profiles. All the fading components have a Gaussian shaped Doppler spectrum. We used Doppler spread values σ fD distributed between the minimum ad maximum values indicated in Table II . The number of scatterers N s = 25 assures a good compromise between sufficiently good spectrum shape approximation and simulation complexity.
